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Abstract
I formally dene a logic of special relations with the purpose of capturing those
logics that by using several binary relations besides equality in their logical sen
tences enhance the expressiveness of ordersorted equational logic I believe that a
general notion of rewriting along binary relations that I briey introduce in this
paper may constitute a kernel upon which particular rewriting based proof calculi
for these logics can be constructed As an example I show how rewriting logic is
captured in this logic of special relations by means of a map of logics as dened in
Meseguers framework of general logics This map highlights the expressive gain of
this framework since the properties of the rewrite relation are stated explicitly
while keeping a rewritebased proof calculus I also discuss on the example of mem
bership equational logic how the general perspective of term rewriting presented
in this paper unies under a unique notion of local conuence several up to now
distinct decidability conditions for logical theories
 Introduction
Rewriting Logic is the inherent logic underlying rewrite systems  A rewrite
relation is dened as a reexive and transitive binary relation on terms that
is closed under substitutions and context application In general rewrite
relations are nonsymmetric and consequently models of rewrite systems are
to be constructed beyond the traditional models of equational logic if we
want to take advantage of all their expressiveness In fact rewriting logic
has shown to be very suitable as a logical and semantic framework 	
 and
several system implementations are based on it Maude  ELAN  and
CafeOBJ 	 are some examples
But rewrite systems are not limited to handle one unique kind of rewrite
relation Birewrite systems 	 provide decision procedures for inclusional
theories by handling two distinct rewrite relations and can also be used as

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proof calculus for rewriting logic itself  Indeed the idea underlying bi
rewrite systems namely that rewriting is done along a binary relation distinct
from equality inclusion in that case can be brought a little bit further in
order to think of rewrite systems dealing with multiple rewrite relations that
capture many distinct special relations besides equality
 Special Relations
Many logics enhance the expressiveness of ordersorted equational logic by
means of a semantic treatment of sorts using several additional binary rela
tions besides equality in their logical sentences Some examples are classied
algebras  unied algebras  type algebras 	 galactic algebras 
and membership algebras  For instance Manca Salibra and Scollos
equational type logic can be viewed as Horn clausal logic with equality and
one binary predicate viz type assignment 	 I will call these binary re
lations that play a central role in the theories of these logics special relations
because they have certain properties I claim can be computationally exploited
by term rewriting I am thinking of properties like reexivity symmetry or
antisymmetry monotonicity or antimonotonicity congruence transitivity or
compositeness with other special relations For instance in the above men
tioned equational type logic the following properties or relationships between
special relations equality  and type assignment  hold for all x y z
x  y  y  z  x  z
x  y  y  z  x  z
x  y  y  z  x  z
These relationships are actually specic instances of a general relationalgebra
sentence   v  where   and  denote arbitrary binary relations  is
composition of relations and partial order v captures implication Further
more in equational type logic every function symbol f is monotonic in all its
argument positions i with respect to special relation equality 
x  y  f   
i
x
      f   
i
y
    
In general a specic function symbol f that is monotone in its ith argument
position with respect to a pair of relations  and  satises the following
implication
x  y  f   
i
x
      f   
i
y
    
 The Essence of Term Rewriting
As mentioned before I believe that the basic properties of special relations
can be captured by term rewriting and that some interesting computational

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issues can be naturally studied within a proof calculus relying on a suitable
notion of term rewriting along binary relations as dened in Section  which
focuses on what I think constitute the bare bones of term rewriting namely
i the replacement of a term by another applying a given rewrite rule
ii the successive and meaningful composition of several replacements and
iii the possible but not necessary application of replacements within the
structure of a term
It turns out that for instance in the particular case of membership equa
tional logic  such kernel of term rewriting along binary relations uniformly
captures under a unique general notion of local conuence some important
decidability properties of its theories like sortdecreasingness or descending
ness Because of these observations I look at membership equational logic
rewriting logic or other extensions of ordersorted equational logic as partic
ular instances of a more general logic of special relations that I introduce in
Section  By providing this logic with a quite general model theory based on
the categorical theory of relations or allegories 
 I aim at capturing very
disparate specication paradigms and supplying them with the kernel of a
powerful rewritebased proof calculus In Section  I show how for instance
rewriting logic is captured within this logic of special relations through a con
servative map of logics as dened in 	 Its result is that the properties of
the rewrite relation of the original rewriting logic are explicitly set forth by a
partial order between relational expressions Consequently we deal with a the
oretically more expressive language while attempting to keep the advantages
of a rewritebased operational semantics But in Section  we will discuss why
this is not always possible
 A Logic of Special Relations
Theories of the logic of special relations are actually specic relation alge
bra theories Consequently specications in such a logic are very close to
Berghammer and Schmidts relational specications  They can be seen as
particular customizations of these more general relational specications in
order to meet the requirements for a rewritingbased proof calculus
 Signatures
Signatures of the logic of special relations are tuples   S

 where

S

   

v

forms a partially ordered free monoid with an antiinvolu
tion generated over a set S of special binary relation symbols ie for all

I
m following the notation of relation algebra given in 

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    S


      


    v    v



    v    v  



 

  

 

 is a ranked alphabet of function symbols which may be monotonic or
antimonotonic in their argument positions with respect to a pair of special
relation symbols of S
 Polarity
Im going to treat monotonicity and antimonotonicity as inherent features of
the signatures function symbols in the same sense as their arities For this
purpose I use the notion of polarity inspired by Manna and Waldingers work
on specialrelation rules 		 For example let jxj denote the cardinality
function applied to the set x We have that for all x y
x  y  jxj  jyj
ie the cardinality function is monotonic in its unique argument position I
will say that its argument position has positive polarity or is positive with
respect to  In another example let x n y denote set dierence between
sets x and y We have that for all x y z
x  y  z n y  z n x
ie the set dierence function is antimonotonic in its second argument I will
say that its second argument position has negative polarity or is negative
with respect to 
When I say that an argument position is positive or negative I do not
exclude the possibility that it has both polarities In general when an argu
ment position has some polarity either positive negative or both I will just
say that it is polarized
Without loss of generality in the rest of this paper I will only refer to pos
itive polarities of argument position since if a position has negative polarity
with respect to to a pair of relations I express this polarity as a positive one
in the following way For any argument position i of any function symbol f
in 

the ith argument position of f is negative with respect to   if and only
if it is positive with respect to  
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
the ith argument position of f is negative with respect to   if and only
if it is positive with respect to 


I also extend polarities with respect to composite relations and with respect
to the identity relation in the following way For any argument position i of
any function symbol f in 

if the ith argument position of f is positive with respect to both  
and 

 

 then it is also positive with respect to 

  



the ith argument position of f is positive with respect to 

 


There is a relationship between polarities and the partial order relation v
on relations which determines a signature to be correctly stated
Denition  A signature   S

 is said to be correct if for any argu
ment position i of any function symbol f in  and any relations   and 
in S we have that

if  v  and the ith argument position of f is positive with respect to
  then it is also positive with respect to  

if  v  and the ith argument position of f is positive with respect to
  then it is also positive with respect to  
 Sentences Theories and Entailment
As usual T

X  denotes the set of rstorder terms over a denumerable set
X of variables I write tx

     x
m
 for a term in T

fx

     x
m
g whenever
I need to make its variables explicit Sometimes I will abbreviate sequences
of the form x

     x
m
with  x
m
 and I will drop the superscript m when it is
clear from context sentences are expressions s  t where s t  T

X  and
  S

 A substitution   hx

 t

     x
n
 t
n
i is a mapping from a nite
subset of variables fx

     x
n
g  X to terms and can be uniquely extended
to a mapping from terms to terms and from sentences to sentences A theory
presentation is a pair T  ! where  is a signature and ! is a set of
sentences also called axioms
Let T  ! be a theory presentation I dene the entailment ! 
LSR


of an sentence  from a set of sentences ! by means of the inference
rules given in Figure 	
The logic of special relations can be extended to capture manysorted
function and relation symbols in the obvious way namely by taking sort
restrictions into account when dening the terms in T

X  and the relations
in S


 Semantics
I already mentioned in the introduction that in order to capture a large va
riety of models of specication ranging from classied algebras to rewriting

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i Axiom For each t  t

 ! and substitution 
t  t


ii Composition
t  t

t

 t

t   t

iii Identity For each t  T

X 
t 

t
iv Converse
t  t

t

 t
v Partial Order Whenever  v 
t  t

t  t

vi Monotonicity For each f  
n
 positive position i  	     n with
respect to   and u
j
 T

X  j  	     n and j 	 i
t  t

fu

     u
i
 t u
i
     u
n
  fu

     u
i
 t

 u
i
     u
n

Fig  Inference rules of the logic of special relations
logics Rsystems Im endowing the logic with a model theory based on al
legories 
 But with the purpose of making the intuitions lying behind this
choice clear I rst start giving the intuitive setvalued semantics and then
move on towards a more general presentation within the realm of category
theory
Denition  Given a signature   S

 a setvalued interpretation
is a algebra A together with an assignment to each   S

of a set  
A
A such that for all    S

 a b c  A
a b   
if there exists c  A such that a c  
and c b  
a a  


a b   if b a  
   if  v 
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s


m
Y
j
s
j


t	
x
m


s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
t

	
x
m


K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
s


s
m
Y
j
s
j


t	
x
m


s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
t

	
x
m


K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
s


 
OO
Fig 	 Satisfaction of a sentence in Rel
I say that an interpretation satises a sentence t  t

if and only if for
each assignment   X  A t

 t



   where  

is the unique
homomorphism extending 
By looking at the previous interpretations as structures valued in the cat
egory Rel of sets and relations we may express models of a theory T 
S

! without referring to set elements I make abuse of notation by
using the symbol of a function f  A  B also as the symbol for the bi
nary relation f  A 
 B it denotes  such that a b  f if b  fa ie
f  fx fx j x  Ag At the same time Im generalizing the logic to
deal with manysorted signatures   S

 S where S is a set of sort
symbols Interpretations are then manysorted  Salgebras having the as
signment to each   s

 s

 S

 where s

and s

denote sorts of a set
  s


 s


A model of a theory T  ! is given by an assignment to each sort
symbol s of a Relobject s together with an assignment to each function
symbol f  s

   s
n
 s   of an Relarrow f   s

 
    
 s
n
  s
which obviously has to be a function and of each relation symbol  
s

 s

 S

of a Relarrow   s

  s

 such that
      composition of arrows


s
  id
s
  

conversion of an arrow
   if  v 
satisfying all sentences t x
m
  t

 x
m
  ! ie for each assignment   X  A
t x
m


 t

 x
m


   This is equivalent to say that t

 x
m
   
t x
m
 or that t x
m
    t

 x
m
 see Figure 
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s


f 

s


m
Y
j
s
j


t	
x

t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

	
x

J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
s

f 

s
m
Y
j
s
j

f 

curry
i
	f 

s


s
s
i


 s
i


apply

s
a oneargument function b manyargument function
Fig 
 Interpretation of monotone functions in Rel
	 Monotonicity
I have not yet taken into account the antimonotonicity properties of function
symbols and how models capture them Given a function symbol f in  we
need that if its ith argument position is positive with respect to a pair of
relations   then the following implication should hold for terms t and t


t t

    f     t     f     t

       	
Let us look rst at the case of a monotone oneargument function f  

see
Figure a This means that given two terms t t

 T

fx

     x
m
g
t

    t  f   t

    f   t
This is true whenever
f       f  
and the previous statement expresses how a model is capturing the mono
tonicity property of f 
In order to capture semantically that a function f of more than one argu
ment is monotone in its ith one in a way analogous to the oneargument case
stated in inclusion  I do it with the help of the monotone oneargument
function curry
i
f determined by the currication of f in the rest of its ar
guments We can now express monotonicity categorytheoretically by saying
that
apply  curry
i
f 
     f  
where curry
i
f  
Q
j  i
s
j
  s
s
i

is the unique arrow such that apply 

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curry
i
f  
 id
s
i

  f  see Figure b To prove that inclusion 
indeed captures monotonicity I reason
t

    t
 ft

     t
n
 are total functionsg
ht

     t

     t
n
i  ht

       t     t
n
i
 fmonotonicity of compositiong
f   ht

     t

     t
n
i  f   ht

       t     t
n
i
Furthermore since
f   ht

       t     t
n
i
 fexponentialsg
apply  curry
i
f 
 id
s
i

  ht

       t     t
n
i
 fproductsg
apply  hcurry
i
f   ht

     t
n
i   ti
 fproductsg
apply  curry
i
f 
   ht

     t     t
n
i
 finclusion g
  f   ht

     t     t
n
i
it follows that
t

  t  f ht

     t

     t
n
i  f ht

     t     t
n
i
which is the categorytheoretical equivalent of implication 	
The previous discussion has been done for setvalued interpretations 
structures valued in the particular category Rel of sets and relations The
models though can be generalized to valuations in categories in general
provided they have the additional structure we need For this reason I make
use of the category theory of relations allegories thoroughly studied in 


 Allegories
Allegories are to binary relations between sets as categories are to functions
between sets They are therefore the generalization of category Rel to any
kind of object For the purposes of this paper I will give a slightly simplied
denition of allegory than the original one given by Freyd and Scedrov 

but in essence the main intuitions remain the same See also  for a short
introduction to allegories
Denition  An allegory is a category together with
i a unary operation on arrows assigning to each arrow   S  T its
converse arrow 

 T  S such that





 

for each object S id

S
 id
S

given arrows   S  T and   T  U    

 

 

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ii a partial order  between arrows such that for two parallel arrows   
S  T and arrow   T  U     implies       
Denition  We say that an arrow f  S  T in an allegory

is entire if id
S
 f

 f 

is simple if f  f

 id
T


is a function when it is entire and simple
For an allegory A I shall denote its subcategory of functions by FunA
For example FunRel is the category Set
 Models in the Logic of Special Relations
I am now ready to dene the models in the logic of special relations within
the abstract theory of allegories
Denition  Given a theory T  !   S

 S a model of T
consists of an allegory A for which its subcategory of functions FunA is
cartesian closed together with an assignment
i to each sort s  S of an object s
ii to each f  s

   s
n
 s   of a function f   s


    
 s
n
  s
iii to each   s

 s

 S

of an arrow   s

  s


such that
     


s
  id
s
  

  whenever  v 
and if the ith position of f is positive with respect to   then
apply  curry
i
f 
     f 
where curry
i
f  
Q
j  i
s
j
  s
s
i

is the unique arrow such that
apply  curry
i
f 
 id
s
i

  f 
and for each sentence t  t

in ! we have that t

    t
It su"ces to require only this inequality because it dual one t  


t

 is equivalent I will write A j
LSR

t  t

to denote satisfaction in the logic
of special relations
 Rewriting Logic as a Logic of Special Relations
I show how rewriting logic is captured within the logic of special relations by
means of a conservative map of logics as dened by Meseguer in 	 I rst
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discuss the map of entailment systems and then the corresponding map of
institutions I refer to 	 for the general denitions and properties of these
maps
 Entailment Systems
Signatures of the logic of special relations form a category Sign
LSR
 by taking
as signature homomorphisms pairs made out of a function H

 S  S

between special relations and a function H

   

between function
symbols preserving the partially ordered monoidwithantiinvolution struc
ture and the ranked alphabetwithmonotonicityproperties structure re
spectively This category of signatures together with the functor sen
LSR

Sign
LSR
 Set assigning to each signature  the set of all wellformed 
sentences and the function 
LSR
assigning to each signature  the entailment
relation 
LSR

 Psen
LSR

 sen
LSR
 all together form an entailment sys
tem Sign
LSR
 sen
LSR

LSR
 in the sense of 	 Analogously signatures sen
tences and entailment of rewriting logic form together the entailment system
Sign
RL
 sen
RL

RL

In order to ease this presentation I will be concerned only with the un
sorted unconditional and unlabeled fragment of rewriting logic I refer to 
for further details Thus signatures in rewriting logic are tuples    E
such that  is a ranked set of function symbols and E is a set of equations
and sentences are expressions t
E
 t


E
also called rewrite rules where
t t

 T

X  and  
E
or simply   denotes the Eequivalence class A
rewrite theory is a pair T  ! where    E is a signature and ! is
a set of rewrite rules The entailment ! 
RL

 is dened by the inference rules
of Figure 
Since given an entailment system the theories expressed in it form a cat
egory too 	 I will denote with Th
RL
and Th
LSR
the category of rewrite
theories and the category of theories in the logic of special relations respec
tively
 Map of Entailment Systems
I map a rewrite rule s  t to the sentence s  t in the logic of special
relations and write s  t  s  t where   sen
RL

 sen
LSR
 # is a
natural transformation 	 The symbol  denotes now a special relation
and we will have to specify its properties explicitly

 by means of the partial
order of the free monoid with antiinvolution generated from the set of special
relations and also by means of the monotonicity properties of the function
symbols This is given in detail below as I discuss the map of theories

Recall that in rewriting logic 
 is a reexive transitive and an under substitutions and
context application stable binary relation
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i Reflexivity For each t  T

X 
t t
ii Transitivity
t t

 t

 t


t t


iii Congruence For each f  
n

t

 t


    t
n
 t

n

ft

     t
n
 ft


     t

n

iv Replacement For each t t

  ! and substitution 
t t


Fig  Inference rules of rewriting logic
I capture the equivalence class structure of s and t by handling the
equations in E dening them as sentences in the logic of special relations at
the same level as rewrite rules I will therefore deal with an additional special
relation  for which I have to specify its properties explicitly too

 I will
also need to specify how  and  relate to each other This will become
clear as we look at how theories are mapped
I map a rewrite theory ! to a theory 

!

 in the logic of special
relations where



 S


 S

   

v being the smallest partially ordered free monoid with anti
involution generated over the set S  fg satisfying


v  v  v


v v v   v
  being a ranked alphabet of function symbols such that for all f in 
all argument positions i in f are monotonic with respect  and with
respect to 

!

 !  E
I write #!  

!

 where #  Th
RL
 Th
LSR
is an sensible func
tor

	

In this case 
 is a reexive transitive symmetric and an under substitutions and
context application stable binary relation

 is sensible when the theorems of 	 are determined by  	 and 

	
	
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Notice that since properties of relation  and of  are explicitly stated
by means of a partial order between relational expressions and by means of
polarities of argument positions of function symbols we could theoretically
vary its properties depending on our needs We could for instance specify
monotonicity of particular function symbols with respect to  only for some
of their argument positions in order to deal with a slightly dierent kind of
rewrite relation as I will discuss later in Section 	
Proposition  The map #  Sign
RL
 sen
RL

RL
  Sign
LSR
 sen
LSR


LSR
 is a conservative map of entailment systems in the sense of  ie
! 
RL
 if and only if !  E 
LSR



Proof In one direction ! 
RL
 implies !  E 
LSR
 because each
inference rule of rewriting logic given in Figure  is captured by a nite
application of inferences rules of the logic of special relations of Figure 	
So Replacement is captured by the Axiom inference Reflexivity by
the Identity plus the Partial Order 

v inferences Transitivity
by the Composition plus the Partial Order v inferences and
Congruence by severalMonotonicity Composition and Partial Or
der v inferences The fact that in the original rewrite theory the
inferences involve equivalent classes of terms is captured by additional Com
position inferences with equality axioms and necessary Partial Order
inferences
In the other direction !  E 
LSR
 implies ! 
RL
 because ev
ery derivation with inference rules of Figure 	 starting with premises being
sentences with binary relation  or  only and ending with conclusions
being sentences with binary relation  only are equivalent to derivations
with inference rules of Figure  
 Institutions
Let  be a signature in the logic of special relations Models over  as given
in Section  form a category Mod
LSR
 by taking as homomorphisms re
lators

between allegories whose restriction to their respective subcategories
of functions are cartesian closed functors Mod
LSR
 Sign
LSR

op
 Cat is
then the contravariant functor mapping signature homomorphisms to reduct
functors between their respective categories of models This functor Mod
LSR

together with the category of signatures Sign
LSR
and the functor sen
LSR
dis
cussed above in Section 	 and together with the function j
LSR
assigning to
each signature  the satisfaction relation j
LSR

 jMod
LSR
j 
 sen
LSR
 all
together form an institution Sign
LSR
 sen
LSR
Mod
LSR
 j
LSR
 in the sense of 	
Analogously signatures sentences models and satisfaction within rewriting

The reader familiar with Meseguer
s framework of general logics will have noticed that I
have dropped the subscripts of  
RL
and 
LSR
as the signatures are clear from context

Relators are monotonic functors that preserve converse see eg  for further details	
	
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logic form together the institution Sign
RL
 sen
RL
Mod
RL
 j
RL

Recall from  that given a rewrite signature  E a model in rewriting
logic is a category S together with a  Ealgebra structure given by the
family of functors ff 
S
 S
n
 S j f  
n
 n  Ng satisfying the equations
in E Recall also that a sentence t  t

 is satised by such a model
when there exists a natural transformation 	  t
S

 t


S
in S I write
S j
RL
t  t


 Map of Institutions
Let #  be a map of entailment system as discussed in Section  and
let T  ! be a rewrite theory A model A of its corresponding theory
#T  in the logic of special relations is an allegory with a cartesian closed
subcategory of functions FunA such that

an object s for the unique sort of the theory recall that I am concerned
with the unsorted case here

a function f   s
n
 s for each f  
n
 and

arrows   s  s and   s  s
such that
id
s
       

  
id
s
                
and for all n  N  f  
n
 and i  	    n
apply  curry
i
f 
     f  
apply  curry
i
f 
     f  
and for each equation t  t

 E we have that t

    t and for each
rewrite rule t  t

  ! we have that t

    t
Arrow  induces a relation  between two arrows functions f g in
FunA by saying that f  g if and only if g   f in A It can be proved
that  is a congruence relation by means of inequalities  and  Arrow
 induces morphisms 
  f   g between two congruence classes of func
tions f  and g in the quotient category FunA  whenever g    f
in A Let S be the category whose object are the congruence classes of func
tions f     s in FunA  and whose arrows are the morphisms just
dened It can be proved that S is indeed a category by means of inequal
ities  Each term t x
m
  T

X  induces a functor F
t
 S
m
 S such
that
F
t
f

     f
m

def
 t  hf

     f
m
i
where f

     f
m
 are objects in S ie they are congruence classes of func
tion   s in FunA  It can be proved that F
t
is indeed a functor
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by means of inequality  Furthermore due to the congruence relation 
these functors form a Ealgebra structure
I map the model of #T  ie allegory A to category S and write A 
S where   Mod
LSR
 #
op

Mod
RL
is a natural transformation 	
Proposition  The map #    Sign
RL
 sen
RL
Mod
RL
 j
RL
 
Sign
LSR
 sen
LSR
Mod
LSR
 j
LSR
 is a map of institutions in the sense of 
ie A j
LSR
 if and only if A j
RL



Proof Let t x
m
 t

 x
m
 be a rewrite rule Indeed A j
RL
t x
m

t

 x
m
 if and only if there exists a natural transformation 	  F
t

 F
t


between the functors F
t
 F
t

 A
m
 A induced by terms t x
m
 and
t

 x
m
 as discussed above It can be proved using inequality   
that this natural transformation exists if and only if t

 x
m
    t x
m

ie A j
LSR
t x
m
 t

 x
m
 
 A Proof Calculus Based on Term Rewriting
In this section Im going to outline the general notion of term rewriting that
actually motivated me to formally dene the logic of special relations and
that constitutes its proof calculus A detailed description of term rewriting
along special relations can be found in 
 Rewriting along Binary Relations
Given a term t let tj
p
denote the subterm occurring at position p represented
in Dewey decimal notation When this occurrence is replaced with term s I
will write ts
p
 The polarity of argument positions of functions can be easily
extended to subterm positions p within a term t in the obvious way
The term rewriting approach to theorem proving in equational logic is
based on the fact that we can use the equations of a given theory as rewrite
rules by imposing a specic directionality to the equations In the same
sense we may prove theorems of a given theory in the logic of special relations
by considering its atomic formulae as rewrite rules too I do this either
considering an atomic formula s  t as a rule from left to right which I write
s 

t or else from right to left which I write s 

t Since sentences s  t
and t  s are equivalent I may also write t

s and t 

s respectively
If given a theory presentation T  S

! we interpret the axioms in
! as rewrite rules then we may call ! a term rewriting system generalizing
in this way the standard notion of term rewriting system where rewrite rules
are actual equations Consequently I redene the notion of term rewriting
as follows
	
Again the reader familiar with Meseguer
s framework of general logics will have noticed
that I have dropped the subscripts of   j
RL
and j
LSR
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Denition  Given a term rewriting system ! a rewrite rule l 

r in !
and a term s I say that s rewrites along  to t written s 

t if there exist
a relation  in S

and a substitution  such that l  sj
p
for a subterm
position p that is positive with respect to   and t  sr
p

In general I will write s 

t if there exists some relation  in S

such
that s 

t ie 


S
	S



 Deviating from its standard denition I
will call 

a rewrite relation The standard denition of a rewrite relation is
that of a binary relation over terms that is closed both under context applica
tion the replacement property and under substitutions the fully invariant
property My redenition of rewrite relation diers from the standard one
in that according to denition 	 

satises a weaker replacement prop
erty namely that the relation is closed under context application only on
positively polarized positions with respect to a pair of relations
Given rewrite relation 

induced by term rewriting system ! I write



and



for its transitive and reexivetransitive closures respectively In
particular I write s



t if there exist terms s

     s
n
 T

X  and relations


     
n
 S

 n   such that
s  s





s





s





   

n

s
n
 t and 

    
n
v 
and I write s



t when n   It is obvious that




S
	S




and




S
	S




 In the rest of this paper I will drop the subscript ! if the
term rewriting system is clear from context
 Proving by Rewriting
Since Im interested in the rewriting approach to theorem proving I look
for su"cient conditions on term rewriting system ! such that every atomic
formula derivable from ! using the deduction rules of Section  can be proved
by a rewrite proof
Denition  A rewrite proof of an atomic formula s  t in a term rewriting
system ! is a sequence of rewrites of the particular form
s 


   

n
u

m
   


t
nm   such that 

    
n
 
m
     

v  ie s







 
n
u



m



 

t
If we want that given a term rewriting system ! every atomic formula
derivable from ! can also be proved by a rewrite proof we need ! to be
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nitely branching terminating and locally conuent Lets dene what local
conuence for term rewriting along special relations means
Denition  A term rewriting system ! is locally conuent if for any
three terms s t v and pair of relations   such that s

v 

t there exists
a term u and relations   such that s



u



 and   v  
Recall that in standard term rewriting and as a result of the wellknown
KnuthBendix theorem we may check for local conuence by checking for
convergence ie existence of rewrite proofs of all critical pairs arising from
nontrivial overlaps among lefthand sides of rewrite rules of the term rewriting
system at hand

 Based on the validity of this theorem we can attempt to
complete a terminating but nonChurchRosser term rewriting system to a
ChurchRosser one by adding nonconvergent critical pairs as new rewrite
rules to the system It is therefore very desirable to see if the KnuthBendix
theorem or at least a variant of it is also valid within the context of term
rewriting along relations
 Critical Peaks
Given a theory presentation S

! let s t v be terms in T

X   
relations in S

 and lets consider ! as a term rewriting system A peak
s 

v 

t in ! is the result of rewriting with two not necessarily distinct
rewrite rules l




r

and l




r

in ! on not necessarily distinct subterm
positions p and q in v respectively
Subterm positions p and q may have a common prex ie there exist an
r such that p  rp

and q  rq

 and in the previous two cases it is desirable
to neglect the fragment of the term above r since it does not take part in the
actual formation of the peak it is just a context w 
r
put around the terms In
standard term rewriting we can indeed strip o this context because equality
is a congruence but in our general approach the relations we deal with do
not necessarily have such property We need to proof explicitly that context
application when possible preserves local conuence
That context application preserves local conuence means that whenever
a peak s 

v 

t converges then by applying a context w 
r
around the
terms involved the resulting peak ws
r



wv
r



wt
r
converges too
Though this is obviously true in standard term rewriting its validity in the
framework of our general notion of term rewriting is not that straightforward
A context w 
r
can be applied around the terms only if there exist relations


 

 S

such that r in w is positive with respect to  

 and with respect
to  

 But then the resulting peak converges only if there exist relations


A nontrivial overlap means an overlap on nonvariable subterm positions
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

 

 S

such that r in w is also positive with respect to  

 and  


and in addition 

 

v 

 

 which is not true in general Furthermore
when the peak is due to the application of the two rewrite rules on disjoint
positions it is nonconvergent in general unlike the cases of equational rewrit
ing or birewriting Of course these are major drawbacks in order to base the
proof of local conuence of a term rewriting system on the KnuthBendix the
orem We may overcome these problems by requiring the special relations of
the signature to satisfy specic commutation properties 
We already know from birewrite systems 	 that besides standard critical
pairs also variable instance pairs are nonconvergent in general Two rewrite
rules may give rise to innite many variable instance pairs and thus dealing
with variable instance pairs is unfeasible in practice and nothing is gained
compared to a strategy by which monotonicity axioms are treated unspeci
cally Hence we may consider rewriting on subterm positions only when vari
able instance pairs are generally unnecessary Two ways have been suggested
in the literature in order to avoid variable instance pairs namely by restrict
ing the specic kind of binary relations we allow subterm chaining to be done
with or by considering only specic theories or certain algebraic structures
see eg 		 In  I analyze a third and unexplored alternative namely
by exploiting the notion of polarity of argument positions of specic function
symbols This way though variable instance pairs need to be considered only
a nite number of them are necessary
The framework for unconditional term rewriting along relations introduced
so far can be extended to conditional term rewriting and to ordered chaining
with binary relations in a similar way equational rewriting has been extended
to the conditional case and to superposition calculi
 Sort Decreasingness is Local Conuence
$From the previous discussion we may conclude that a proof calculus for the
logic of special relations based on a general notion of term rewriting along
binary relations is unfeasible in practice In order to overcome tractability
problems of the calculus quite restrictive conditions need to be put on the
special relations or on the axioms of our theories Despite of these severe draw
backs the results of extending rewrite techniques beyond equality unify and
hence simplify in an elegant way some aspects of the computational analysis
for specication paradigms based on special relations In particular I show
how such general view of term rewriting captures several up to now distinct
conditions for the decidability by term rewriting of theories in membership
equational logic under a single notion of local conuence
When considering completion procedures for ordersorted rewrite system
one has to face the problem that ordersorted replacement of equals by equals
is not complete in general and consequently one has to pose the restriction of
sortdecreasingness on the rewrite rules of the rewrite system 	 A rewrite
	
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a Local conuence b Sortdecreasingness
Fig  Conuence in membership equational logic
rule is sortdecreasing if the sort to which the right hand side of the rule belongs
is subsort of the one to which the left hand side belongs This restriction
extends to the completion process being an new source of failure in addition
to unorientable equations
Several unsatisfying and complicated ways to solve this problem have been
suggested 			 but it turns out that a semantic treatment of sorts pro
vides an elegant solution to the problems posed by the sortdecreasingness re
quirement Within the framework of membership equational logic Bouhoula
Jouannaud and Meseguer study a KnuthBendixlike completion procedure
that avoids nonsortdecreasing rewrites by adding semantic preserving mem
bership assertions to the original theory presentation in a way similar to
adding semantic preserving equations when divergent critical pairs among
rewrite rules arise 
A theory in membership equational logic is a particular theory in the logic
of special relations involving three dierent special relations S  fg
standing for subsort membership and equality respectively


In general in order to check for local conuence of the term rewriting
system associated to the theory we will have to consider all the overlaps on
the left hand sides of rewrite rules rewriting along dierent relations but
suitable restrictions on the ordering on terms allow us to rule out some of the
multiple cases of critical pairs we would have to consider Actually only three
rewrite relations 

 
	
and 

remain to be considered and therefore
only the two cases of local conuence shown in Figure  need to be taken into
account
The two cases of Figure a correspond to the conventional notion of con
uence rewriting along equality and a weaker notion of sortdecreasingness

I use 
 instead of the original 
 to denote membership because it is a nonsymmetric
symbol as the relation it represents
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as the one dened in  The denition given in  is actually too strong
a condition for decidability of equality and membership statements because
of the unnecessarily required onestep rewrite t


	
s

shown in Figure b
We have seen in the previous subsection that local conuence together with
termination su"ces for decidability of atomic formulae in theories with spe
cial relations In membership equational theories the weaker sortdecreasing
condition that actually su"ces for decidability of equality membership and
subsort assertions is the one depicted to the right of Figure a and is closely
related to Eker and Meseguers notion of descendingness  who following a
dierent approach than the one presented here also suggested to weaken the
sortdecreasingness requirement in membership equational theories
 Conclusions
Term rewriting is not limited to be performed along one unique relation only
Not even along a rewrite relation as usually dened By generalizing term
rewriting along any kind of binary relation the resulting rewrite relation is
stable under context application only on positively polarized positions with
respect to a pair of relations Such slightly more general view of term rewriting
uniformly captures under a unique notion of local conuence several impor
tant decidability properties of logical theories as for example sort decreasing
ness and descendingness in membership equational logic
Membership logic but also rewriting logic are specic cases of a logic of
special relations in which the inherent properties of the relations involved are
explicitly stated as partially ordered relational expressions By expressing
specication paradigms like rewriting logic as a logic of special relations we
are able to specify the particular properties of the special relations  in the
case of rewriting logic on which the specication paradigms are based
It remains to see whether or not specic proof calculi for particular theories
in the logic of special relations based on such generalization of term rewriting
may be eective or even e"cient for slightly more expressive specication
paradigms than those studied up to now On one hand the drawbacks I have
run into as I explored KnuthBendixlike completion procedures for our general
approach to term rewriting are discouraging but on the other hand the nice
framework provided by the logic of special relations yielding a unifying notion
of local conuence for their underlying term rewriting systems is an incitement
to further explore term rewriting techniques within this framework
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